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Permutations:  classical   combinatorics
Inversion  table,   q-analogue

Increasing  binary  trees

exp   generating  functions, species  and   structures 
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Differential  equations

Weighted  species
Examples:  orthogonal  polynomials
Mehler  identity for  Hermite  polynomials



1 - Introduction to enumerative, algebraic and bijective 
combinatorics.

- ordinary generating functions

the Catalan garden: trees, paths, triangulations, ...

- q-series  and  q-analogues

- exponential structures and generating functions
permutations
bijections: inversion tables, «Laguerre histories» (=weighted paths),
RSK  (Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondance)



2 - Some topics in algebraic combinatorics

- Paths, determinants and Young tableaux

- RSK «local» from the algebra  UD=DU + Id

- Combinatorial theory of orthogonal polynomials and continued fractions



3 - Combinatorics  and  physics:  the cellular Ansatz

- PASEP  (partially asymetric exclusion process)
the PASEP algebra  DE = qED + E + D

- Alternative tableaux, permutation tableaux

- TASEP  and the Catalan garden
Loday-Ronco algebra

- ASM  (alternating sign matrices), FPL (Fully packed loops model), 
 6-vertex model, RS  (the ex-Razumov-Stroganov conjecture)

- Q-tableaux  and  planar  automata
8-vertex model
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